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The challenge considered here

• ShakeOut scientists’ interests vs. the 
public’s or planners’
– Scientific debate vs. a clear concise story for 

planning
– Probabilistic modeling vs. a single realistic 

outcome
– Advancing the state of the art vs. using best 

current knowledge
– Novelty vs. major impacts affecting the bulk of 

society



Earth sciences

Physical damage

Societal impacts

• What will a big 
earthquake be like?

• Could a Katrina-like 
catastrophe happen 
here?

• To prepare, what are the 
best uses of limited 
resources?

Motivation for the Scenario: FAQs
Scenario Components

Earth sciences



“Every 
Californian 
should be 
ready for this 
earthquake”

The ShakeOut message: 



“Look at the 
new great 
science we 
can do. Isn’t 
it cool? Now 
how about 
that grant?”

Not: 



Good science to serve resiliency
Teaching opportunities

• Paleoseismology
• Cut into the fault
• Find evidence of 

earthquake
• Date sediments above 

and below
• Earthquake dates

between the two
Resiliency

• Duck, cover, and hold 
on



10 Lessons from ShakeOut



Palm 
Springs

Los
Angeles

Bakersfield

Compare with
1994 Northridge
earthquake:
• 50x smaller

• Magnitude 6.7

• 57 deaths

• $40 billion 

1. Use availability; relate to experience
Compare with
2008 Chino Hills
earthquake:
• 5000x smaller!

• Magnitude 5.4

• 0 deaths 

• Minimal damage 



1. Use availability; relate to experience

1989 San Francisco1989 Loma Prieta 1971 San Fernando

1933 Long Beach1994 Northridge CA5/2/83 M6.5 Coalinga



2. Avoid sensationalism

• Five highrise steelframe buildings collapse
• Steel frame is safer than other types

Crack in steel weld Collapsed steel building



3. Avoid probability
We estimated 0-10 SF collapses, chose 5



Widespread Strong Ground Shaking
+ Shaking of Long Duration + Landslides =

300,000 buildings significantly damaged – 1 in 16

1,600 fires requiring response; 1,200 large fires

$213 billion damages

255,000 displaced persons – 1 in 60

53,000 injuries, 1,800 deaths

4. Get to the point



5. Emphasize consensus
• 1 rupture segment, 1 direction
• 4 physics-based kinematic models give consistent results (factor of 2)

– 3 use Magistrale CVM
– Caltech/UCSD: Harvard CVM
– Agreement represents an advance

• Dynamic model too late for use, but we could have played it up

Hudnut et al., 
Suess et al., Raleigh



6. Confront misinformation

• “Triangle of life” threatens life 
safety

• Explain the wrong assumptions, 
e.g.,
– Buildings don’t always collapse 

and crush furniture
– Occupants can’t always 

anticipate where the void 
spaces are

– They can’t always move to 
those places

• Cite authorities who rebut the 
misinformation
– Cal OES
– USGS
– American Red Cross
– Snopes.com
– Etc.



7. Acknowledge limitations

Earth-science effects given to 19 study groups:
• Expert panel, research team, & combinations

– 1 HAZUS analysis
– 4 studies of particular building types
– 10 lifeline studies
– 4 other studies

Each group hypothesized realistic damages
• Informed by computer models
• Grounded in historic evidence
• Acknowledge need to extrapolate from past 

experience and limited analysis
• Identify what can be done and what new 

knowledge is needed to lessen impacts 

Earth sciences

Physical damage

Societal impacts



8. Temper lectures with activities
• www.shakeout.org
• Updated information, drill script
• “Learn what else you can do to get 

ready,
• “Be counted as an official 

participant of ShakeOut and the 
Drill on November 13th,

• “Ask others to register with you!”
• Participants created their own 

activities, e.g., LAUSD 
- Duck, cover & hold on
- Building safety inspection drills
- Executive communication activities



9. Use engaging imagery



10. Defend in depth

• Special study by C. Scawthorn, SPA Risk
– Created procedures currently used by 

insurance industry
– Degraded fire-resistive building features
– Reduced pressure in water mains
– Saturated communications
– Traffic impacts
– Numerous simultaneous ignitions
– More fires than firefighting capabilities… this 

is what leads to conflagrations
• Frightening results, costly mitigation

– 200,000,000 sf burned (~133,000 dwellings)
– $65 billion, 900 fatalities

• Review panel:
– Donald Manning, retired chief, LAFD
– Donald Parker, California Seismic Safety
– Gerry Malais, LAFD
– Michael Reichle, California Geological Survey
– Larry Collins, LAFD USAR Task Force 103



10 Tips for Talking to Townies

1. Use availability
2. Avoid 

sensationalism
3. Avoid probability
4. Get to the point 
5. Emphasize 

consensus 

6. Deal with 
misinformation

7. Acknowledge 
limitations

8. Temper lectures with 
activities

9. Engaging imagery
10.Defense in depth



Conclusion

ShakeOut’s success is largely 
attributable to understanding the 
needs of, and communicating with 
the public, while still doing good 
interdisciplinary science



• USGS Multi-Hazards Demonstration Project (MHDP)
– Lucy Jones, Chief Scientist
– Dale Cox, Project Manager
– Sue Perry, Staff Scientist

• Key Partnerships and a Large Collaboration
• 10 Section Leaders

– Earth and Computer Science
• Ken Hudnut, USGS
• Dan Ponti, USGS
• Mike Reichle, CGS

– Engineering
• Keith Porter, SPA Risk LLC
• Hope Seligson, MMI Engineering

– Public Health
• Kim Shoaf, UCLA

– Disaster Sociology
• Dennis Mileti, Seismic Safety Commission
• Jim Goltz, Governor’s Office of Emergency Services

– Disaster Economics
• Anne Wein, USGS 
• Richard Bernknopf, USGS

• More than 300 Panelists, Experts, Special Studies

• Download reports at urbanearth.usgs.gov
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